Does code review really remove coding convention violations?
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Abstract—Many software developers perceive technical debt as the biggest problems in their projects. They also perceive code reviews as the most important process to increase code quality. As inconsistent coding style is one source of technical debt, it is not surprise that coding convention violations can lead to patch rejection during code review. However, as most research has focused on developer’s perception, it is not clear whether code reviews actually prevent the introduction of coding convention violations and the corresponding technical debt.

Therefore, we investigated how coding convention violations are introduced, addressed, and removed during code review by developers. To do this, we analysed 16,442 code review requests from four projects of the Eclipse community for the introduction of convention violations. Our result shows that convention violations accumulate as code size increases despite changes being reviewed. We also manually investigated 1,268 code review requests in which convention violations disappear and observed that only a minority of them have been removed because a convention violation has been flagged in a review comment. The investigation results also highlight that one can speed up the code review process by adopting tools for code convention violation detection.

Index Terms—code review, coding conventions, coding style

I. INTRODUCTION

The adoption of coding conventions, or programming style guidelines, is one of the most widely accepted best practices in software development. It is assumed that adherence to coding conventions increases not only readability [1], [2], [3] but also maintainability of software. Moreover, inconsistent coding style is one source of technical debt, specifically code debt. A survey of 682 developers [4] showed that technical debt is the biggest concern of developers and they spend 17% of their time addressing technical debt.

Code review, a popular method for maintaining high-quality software, is the process of conducting reviews of source code changes by developers other than the change author. During code review, a change in the form of a patch may undergo multiple revisions until it is finally accepted (or abandoned). Diverse empirical studies report benefits of code review, such as detecting defects [5], improving code quality [6], and sharing knowledge among team members [7]. Code review has widely spread in both open source projects and industrial projects [8], [9], [10], and has several supporting code review platforms such as Gerrit [11], CodeFlow and Fabricator.

Moreover, the same survey of 682 developers also showed that the adoption of code review had the biggest impact to code quality [4].

Tao et al. [12] reported that developers believe coding conventions are important criteria to apply in evaluating a patch, i.e., a code change, during code review. If a patch does not follow coding conventions, the patch will be rejected during the review. Furthermore, Tao et al. [12] observed that 21.7% of patches in Eclipse and Mozilla projects are rejected if they violate coding conventions (e.g., poor naming) or contain missing documentation. Their results show that developers are still struggling with checking coding conventions manually, although automated tools for checking coding conventions are available such as Checkstyle [13] and PMD [14]. Previous studies have reported that developers ignore about 90% of warnings generated by automated tools [15], [16].

Panichella et al. [16] investigated how coding convention violations flagged by automated tools disappear during code review. They mainly focused on how a patch under review affects the density of convention violations at the beginning and end of a code review. They found that the number of convention violations usually drops. However, they also found that the density of violations (i.e., number of violations per line) does not significantly decrease in each code review. Although Panichella et al. perform a manual investigation of 10% of code reviews for which a violation disappeared, their paper does not investigate whether the violations disappear because of the reviewers’ comments. Instead, all disappearing violations are assumed to be resolved. Moreover, their approach compared the number and the density of violations in the files affected by the patch under review in the version after the initial and after the final patch. However, due to the effect of rebasing, the number and density of violations can be different also in the parts of the files that have not been changed by the patch. Rebasimg a patch is necessary if the branch it is relative to has progressed in the development, so that the patch is relative to the current state of the branch. Paixao et al. [17] demonstrate that empirical studies which do not account for rebasing may report skewed, biased and inaccurate observations, as on average 34% of all reviews are affected by modifications in the reviewed files due to rebasing.

Since Panichella et al. do not take rebasing into account, their observations and conclusions may be affected.
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The purpose of this paper is to complement Panichella’s results by (a) taking the effects of rebasing into account and (b) distinguishing violations that are resolved in response to reviewers’ comments from violations that disappear coincidentally. We used the code review open platform (CROP) data [18], a data set created from project repositories and their corresponding Gerrit code review repositories [11]. The CROP data contains code review data, the changes that were reviewed, and the entire source code for every patch revision which is usually not recorded in a Git repository. In total, we analysed 16,442 code review requests from four Java subprojects of Eclipse with a further detailed investigation of 1,268 review requests and 2,172 reported convention violations. It is important to note that every change to the Eclipse projects undergoes code review, i.e., only approved changes in their final version are present in the project’s Git repositories.

The contribution of this paper is an in-depth investigation of coding convention violations during code review. We investigate what kind of coding convention violations are introduced, removed, and addressed during code review. Furthermore, we investigate whether manual coding convention checks done by reviewers delay the code review process. We also discuss possible explanations for our observations, based on our examination of coding conventions in the four open source projects and how automatic tools are used. The discussion highlights how developers adopt coding conventions and what difficulties they face.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

A. Research Questions

The goal of this paper is to investigate in detail how developers deal with coding convention violations in real-world software projects during code review. To this end, we want to answer the following research questions (the first two research questions correspond to the research questions of Panichella et al. [16]):

**RQ1. How many coding convention violations are introduced during code review?** As a preliminary research question, we investigate how many convention violations are introduced in the initial (i.e., first) patch of a code review request and how many convention violations are introduced in the final (i.e., last) patch. If manual code review is effective, the final patch should have fewer introduced convention violations than the initial patch.

Note that we focus on mandatory code review, i.e., every change undergoes code review. Therefore, the convention violations that are still present in the final (approved) patch end up in the code base.

**RQ2. What kinds of convention violations are addressed during code review?** While RQ1 investigates how many convention violations are introduced in the initial and in the final patch, RQ2 investigates convention violations that are introduced in the initial patch but are no longer presented in the final patch – that is, introduced convention violations that have disappeared. We want to know how many convention violations disappeared because they are fixed according to a code review comment that points out a convention violation. A code snippet which contains a convention violation can disappear during code review for several reasons. For example, it may be deleted to fix a defect, not because of a coding convention issue. Thus, it is important to perform a detailed investigation and pin point the convention violations that are removed only because of code review comments. This research question identifies convention violations that are important to developers and flagged during code review. Then, they are fixed in the subsequent patches under review. In other words, we also want to identify the violation types that were never flagged by a reviewer.

To answer this research question, we need to extract the set of coding conventions that are perceived as being important to developers during code review and study such convention violations in more detail. Previous studies have reported that developers ignore about 90% of warnings generated from automated tools [15], [16], and the answer to this research question can help to identify important violations so that unimportant violations can be filtered out, preventing ‘Static Analysis Fatigue’ [19].

**RQ3. Do convention violations delay the code review process?** As can be seen in Section IV and as also reported by others [15], [16], Checkstyle and other automated coding convention checking tools are not widely adopted in practice. However, if such tools were used only to check for violations that are important to developers, giving the tools a low false positive rate, their use could eliminate the need for human developers to check and fix violations and speed up the code review process. We investigate the delay caused by manual checking for convention violations that might be mitigated by adopting automated tools.

B. The CROP Data Set

To answer the research questions, we need not only to analyse source code for coding convention violations, but also to analyse every patch submitted for code review and investigate the review comments related to those patches. Instead of mining code review data ourselves, we used CROP [18], a data set that links code review data to software changes. All projects in CROP are open source and use Gerrit for their code review process. The data set contains code review data (e.g., description, changed files, and comments) and the complete code base before and after a change revision. Please note that the Git repositories of the projects contain only accepted revisions (i.e., the changes in the final patches in a code review request), whereas CROP stores all revisions.

We selected all projects that had Java as their primary language. The statistics of the four projects are displayed in Table I. The table shows the date of the first review (‘Start Date’) in the data set and the number of code review requests (‘Reviews’) for each project in the original data set. The last review dates in November 2017 are the same for all four projects. The table also shows the number of code review requests that were finally merged (‘Merged Reviews’) and how many of those code review requests consisted of...
more than a single revision (‘Multiple Patches’). Only merged reviews with multiple patches are of interest to us because the initially submitted patch was revised based on reviewers’ comments, and the patch was finally accepted and merged into the codebase. The last two rows show how many reviews a rebasing occurred, i.e., a new revision of the patch under review is relative to a different commit than the previous revision of the patch, and how many reviews tampering occurs, i.e., when external commits due to rebasing modify the same files involved in the code review [17].

### TABLE I
**CODE REVIEW DATA SETS STATISTICS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Platform UI</th>
<th>EGit</th>
<th>JGit</th>
<th>Linux Tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start Date</td>
<td>Feb’13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviews</td>
<td>4,756</td>
<td>5,336</td>
<td>5,382</td>
<td>5,105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merged Reviews</td>
<td>3,802</td>
<td>4,502</td>
<td>4,463</td>
<td>4,559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Patches</td>
<td>2,985</td>
<td>2,899</td>
<td>2,533</td>
<td>4,301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebased Patches</td>
<td>2,798</td>
<td>2,464</td>
<td>1,941</td>
<td>3,141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampered Patches</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>1,060</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>533</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Extracting Introduced Violations

Diverse automated tools have been introduced to support developers in adhering to coding conventions. To identify coding convention violations, we used a well-known tool, Checkstyle [13] version 8.8. Checkstyle is flexible and extensible, making it adjustable to any deviation from a Java coding convention. Checkstyle validates all Java source code against a set of rules (encoded conventions) and reports all cases in which the code is not compliant with the coding conventions, i.e., coding convention violations. Checkstyle can check for 153 different types of coding convention violations, grouped into 14 categories. However, only 62 conventions in 11 categories are enabled for Sun’s Java coding conventions [20]. Based on the coding conventions of the four projects in our study, we set up our own Checkstyle configuration that complies with the conventions used by the projects. As the four systems have adopted coding conventions that have only minor deviations from Sun’s Java coding conventions [20], only minor changes to the default configuration were necessary (e.g., tab width and maximal line length) [21].

First of all, we needed to understand what kinds of convention violations are introduced at the beginning of a code review request. Since analysis tools such as Checkstyle require the entire source code, we extracted violations from two different versions of source code: before and after applying the initial patch of a code review request. Figure 1 shows the process we used to extract violations that appeared or disappeared during code review. By comparing the lists of violations, we could extract those violations that were newly introduced by the initial patch of a code review request (Diff_initial). In matching the lists of violations, we ignored line numbers, file names, etc., because those elements may be changed by the patch. Moreover, only the added—that is, newly introduced—violations were considered, because code review should prevent the introduction of convention violations. It is important to note that the system may have changed while the patch was being revised and the patch has been rebased. Therefore, the state before the final revision may be different from the state before the initial revision. Table I shows that not only rebasing is common, but also often affects the same files that are involved in the reviewed change. Changes in violations between the state before the initial revision and the state before the final revision need to be ignored. Therefore, we repeated the same steps as above on the final patch of a code review request to extract the list of introduced violations at the end of the code review (Diff_final).

The next step (RQ2) was to determine whether the newly introduced violations disappeared during the code review. A violation was considered to have disappeared if it was introduced in the initial patch but it was no longer present in the final patch. We determined what kinds of violations had been introduced in the initial patch (Diff_initial), and then disappeared in the final patch (Diff_final) by comparing the difference between Diff_initial and Diff_final. The comparison result (Diff_rew) contains the violations that were introduced (appeared) and deleted (disappeared) during the code review. For RQ2, only the disappearing violations are needed.

Table II shows the overall statistics for our violation extraction from code review data. The ‘Unchanged’ row presents the number of code review requests that have no violation changes between the initial and final patch (i.e., Diff_initial = Diff_final). The ‘Changed’ row shows the number of code review requests that contain violation changes (violations either appeared or disappeared) between the initial and final patch (i.e., Diff_initial ≠ Diff_final). The ‘(Improved)’ row states the number of code review requests containing violations that disappeared at the end of the code review.
They discussed a conflict until both agreed on the same label. of investigation, the two investigators resolved all conflicts. A total of 375 reviews out of these 761 contain violation changes in which a violation was introduced in the initial patch but is no longer present in the final patch (i.e., the code review has improved the change).

Although we have the list of convention violations that appeared and disappeared during code review, we do not know whether a coding convention violation disappeared because it had been flagged by a reviewer during the code review and addressed by the patch author. For example, EGit has 375 improved code review requests based on the definition above. The 375 code review requests contain 622 violations that were introduced in the initial patch and disappeared in the final patch. Among these 622 violations, however, we do not know how many were addressed during code review (i.e., they did not coincidentally disappear because of other addressed issues). To determine whether reviewers detected and flagged the convention violations during code review, we manually investigated the review comments from the four projects for all patches of such reviews.

From the 4,502 merged EGit reviews, we extracted $\text{Diff}_{\text{initial}}$ and $\text{Diff}_{\text{final}}$ for 2,899 code review requests that have multiple patches. Among the 2,899 reviews, 2,138 have no changes in violations, while only 761 reviews have differences in violations between the initial and final patch. A total of 375 reviews out of these 761 contain violation changes in which a violation was introduced in the initial patch but is no longer present in the final patch (i.e., the code review has improved the change).

Although we have the list of convention violations that appeared and disappeared during code review, we do not know whether a coding convention violation disappeared because it had been flagged by a reviewer during the code review and addressed by the patch author. For example, EGit has 375 improved code review requests based on the definition above. The 375 code review requests contain 622 violations that were introduced in the initial patch and disappeared in the final patch. Among these 622 violations, however, we do not know how many were addressed during code review (i.e., they did not coincidentally disappear because of other addressed issues). To determine whether reviewers detected and flagged the convention violations during code review, we manually investigated the review comments from the four projects for all patches of such reviews. We focused primarily on finding whether a reviewer’s comment (e.g., ‘please remove the trailing whitespace’) flagged the convention violation that appeared in $\text{Diff}_{\text{initial}}$, but is no longer present in $\text{Diff}_{\text{final}}$. If we could locate a comment flagging the convention violation, we labelled the violation as ‘Confirmed’; otherwise, we labelled it as ‘No Evidence’. To mitigate subject bias of the manual investigation, two of the authors (investigators) inspected the comments independently. They read the review comments and looked for mentions of the reported convention violations. Sometimes they also checked the patch to see how a violation disappeared. After finishing the independent rounds of investigation, the two investigators resolved all conflicts. They discussed a conflict until both agreed on the same label.

As shown in Table III, from 313 (Platform UI) to 640 (JGit) convention violations were introduced in the initial patch and resolved in the final patch of code review requests. Please note that we did not investigate code review requests that had only one patch or that had no convention violations introduced and removed (i.e., we investigated only those code review requests that introduced and removed at least one coding convention violation). As shown in the table, the investigators initially had conflicting results in 5.11%–12.50% of the cases and resolved the conflicts by discussing until both of them agreed.

### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Platform UI</th>
<th>EGit</th>
<th>JGit</th>
<th>Linux Tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Violations</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts</td>
<td>16 (5.11%)</td>
<td>55 (8.84%)</td>
<td>80 (12.50%)</td>
<td>73 (12.23%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Platform UI</th>
<th>EGit</th>
<th>JGit</th>
<th>Linux Tools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Violations</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicts</td>
<td>16 (5.11%)</td>
<td>55 (8.84%)</td>
<td>80 (12.50%)</td>
<td>73 (12.23%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. RESULTS

The results from the above described experiment are used to investigate and answer the three research questions.

**RQ1. How many convention violations are introduced during code review?**

Figure 2 shows the accumulated numbers of violations appearing in the initial and final patch of a code review request for the four projects. The figure shows the number of violations for each violation category. There are 11 categories for 62 convention violation types overall. For example, a violation of type `RegexpSingleline` belongs to the `Regexp` category. The grey bar shows the number of violations in the initial patch, while the black bar shows the number of violations in the final patch. As shown in Figure 1, we ran Checkstyle before and after applying the initial patch and the final patch, respectively. By computing the differences between before and after applying a patch, we derived the list of introduced violations in the patch (i.e., $\text{Diff}_{\text{initial}}$ and $\text{Diff}_{\text{final}}$ for the violations introduced in the initial and the final patch, respectively).

Although the number of introduced convention violations in the final patch is larger than the number in the initial patch for all convention categories except for the `Regexp` convention category (as shown in Figure 2), a Mann-Whitney U test showed no statistically meaningful difference between the numbers of convention violations introduced between the two versions of the patch ($p$-value > 0.05) in each violation type.

One cannot conclude that code review introduces more violations than it prevents, because the number of violations naturally increases as the code base grows larger. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the numbers of added and deleted lines in the initial and final revisions of a code review request. We conducted a Mann-Whitney U test to determine the statistical difference between the initial and the final patches in terms of the numbers of added and deleted lines (i.e., the difference between the number of added lines in the initial and the final patches and also the difference between the number of deleted lines in the initial and the final patches). All four projects show a statistically meaningful difference between the initial and the final patches for both added and deleted lines ($p$-value < 0.05). As shown in Figure 3, the final patch usually has more added lines than the initial patch. This gradually increasing pattern is similar to the pattern shown in Figure 2. It shows that many violations appear in the initial patch of
a code review request, the violations do not disappear, and more violations appear until the final patch, which is also usually larger than the initial patch. Therefore, the number of violations increases as the number of added lines increases.

Figure 4 shows how the number of appearing violations increases in the number of added lines during code review. For each code review request, we extracted the number of appearing violations in the initial and the final patches. The $y$-axis shows the difference (increase) from the initial to the final patches, and the $x$-axis shows the difference (increase) in the number of added lines between the initial and the final patches. We consider only the number of added lines, since deleted lines usually cannot introduce convention violations. Please note the number of added lines can be negative, since the initial patch can add more lines than the final patch. Moreover, the initial patch can have more appearing violations than the final patch. Although there is a variance, this confirms that the number of violations generally increases according to the number of added lines.

Considering the different violation categories in Figure 2, the Javadoc category shows the largest number of violations in all four projects. This observation is in line with a previous study that showed that developers tend to treat missing documentation as a relatively less important issue than other conventions.

The Regexp category shows the lowest number of violations in both initial and final patches. In addition, the number of introduced Regexp violations in the final patch is smaller than the number of violations in the initial patch (i.e., $\|\text{Diff}_{\text{initial}}\| > \|\text{Diff}_{\text{final}}\|$). This shows that the violations in this category may have been addressed during code review (i.e., spotted by reviewers, flagged, and fixed). The Regexp convention violation category contains the RegexpSingleline convention violation, a configurable check that is usually set for checking trailing whitespace (although most whitespace-related conventions belong to the Whitespace category). No other violation of the Regexp category has been reported. Thus, in this paper, the Regexp solely represents the trailing whitespace violations. We discuss the trailing whitespace issue in detail in Section IV-C.

Please note that the conventions in the Whitespace category provide finer-granularity checks for whitespace (e.g., GenericWhitespace checks the whitespace around the Generic tokens ‘<’ and ‘>’). On the other hand, the convention violations might simply have disappeared when issues
other than convention violations were addressed (e.g., bug fixes or removal of redundant code). We therefore investigate in RQ2 whether a convention violation disappeared because it had been addressed during the code review.

To answer RQ1, we found that for 10 out of 11 coding convention violation categories, the number of introduced violations in the final patch (after review) is larger than the number of introduced violations in the initial patch submitted for code review. The Javadoc category contributes the highest number of convention violations and the Regexp category, which represents trailing whitespace, has the lowest number of violations overall and has fewer violations in the final patch.

Furthermore, a key observation in this research question is that the number of newly introduced convention violations usually increases during code review as the size of the patches increases. While this key observation is not a surprising result, it suggests a correlation between the number of introduced violations and the size of a patch. This indicates that manual code review is not effective in preventing the introduction of convention violations, except for trailing whitespace.

**RQ2. What kinds of convention violations are addressed during code review?**

Figure 5 shows the number of code review requests in which the violations of a specific category disappeared during the code review between the initial and final patches. The reported numbers are the result of the manual investigation of all 2,172 disappearing convention violations, which affect 1,268 review requests. For 55 out of the 62 violation types, we found at least one disappearing violation.

The x-axis presents different categories of coding conventions, while the y-axis shows the number of violations for each category. The ‘Confirmed’ bars (grey) show the numbers of reviews in which a convention violation of a specific category appeared in the initial patch, the convention violation was flagged by a reviewer in a code review comment, and the final patch no longer contains the violation that appeared in the initial patch. The ‘No Evidence’ bars (black) show the numbers of reviews in which a convention violation of the specific category appeared in the initial patch, and the final patch no longer contains the violation, but in which the reviewers did not flag concerns about the violation (i.e., the investigators could not locate any code review comments regarding the violation). Mann-Whitney U tests for all four projects show statistically significant differences ($p$-value $< 0.05$) between the numbers of investigated violations and confirmed violations in each project. The statistical tests indicate that the numbers of violations confirmed in our manual investigation were not affected by the total number of investigated violations.

In 55 out of 62 convention violation types, at least one violation disappeared in the final patch. We could manually confirm that there was at least one violation flagged during the code review for 38 out of the 55 removed violation types. In other words, for 24 out of 62 violation types, not a single violation was flagged by a reviewer. It seems that developers did not care about such coding convention violations.

It is interesting to see that the majority of cases in which violations of a specific category were introduced in the initial patch but disappeared in the final patch were not due to reviewers flagging the issue (‘No Evidence’ in the figure). We found two scenarios illustrating why a violation disappeared even though no review comment had mentioned the violation. In the first scenario, a patch author changed a patch to address a reviewer’s comment, and although the comment was not about the convention violation, the changed patch no longer contained the violation. For example, a reviewer points out a bug in a patch which also contains a convention violation. While fixing the bug, the patch author coincidentally removes the violation. Please note that if the reviewer had pointed out the convention violation in the comment, we would have labelled this occurrence as ‘Confirmed’. In the second scenario, the change was not in response to a reviewer’s comment, but the new patch no longer includes the convention violation. In this scenario, it is unclear why the patch has been changed. Most often this was due to self-review (i.e., the patch was created and reviewed by the same developer without a review comment).

For the ‘Confirmed’ category in Figure 5, it becomes clear that the problems of trailing whitespaces (i.e., Regexp) were pointed out the most by the reviewers. Trailing whitespace
violations also disappeared during code review without being pointed out by reviewers ('No Evidence' category) the most for all the projects except Linux Tools.

For JGit and EGit, the second largest number of flagged and fixed convention violations was the Block category. This comes from the requirement that blocks always be enclosed in braces (i.e., the NeedBraces rule). As will be discussed in Section IV-D, since 27 January 2015, EGit and JGit force braces around single-line blocks, and not enclosing a block in braces became a violation. Before this update of the coding convention, among the 31 and 29 disappearing NeedBraces violations in EGit and JGit respectively, none were confirmed. After the new convention was adopted, 6 out of 7 disappearing NeedBraces violations were confirmed in EGit and 13 out of 27 were confirmed in JGit. For Linux Tools and Platform UI, the second largest number of flagged and fixed convention violations was the Whitespace category. It is also the third largest category for JGit and EGit.

For the violations that reviewers care about, one would expect that not only the violations introduced in the initial revision were removed in the final revision, but also no violation should further be introduced. However, for most of the violation types (33), this was not the case. There were only five violation types, in the four projects, that had fewer violations in the final revision compared to the initial revision. The RegexpSingleline violation (trailing whitespace) is the violation that the reviewers cared about most since it was the most often flagged and fixed in the four projects. Nonetheless, a significant number of this violation type still appeared in the final revision of a patch as can be seen in Figure 2. It seems that although reviewers cared somewhat about the 33 violation types, they did not take actions to ensure that no new violations occur during code review. They also did not apply consistent and rigorous checking.

One possible reason that coding convention violations are ignored is that flagging a coding convention violation requires the patch author to fix the violation and resubmit the patch for review. This delays the integration of the change and consumes more developer and reviewer time.

To answer RQ2, we found that the trailing whitespace (Regexp) is the convention violation that is most often flagged and fixed during code review, followed by surrounding a code block with braces (Block), and other convention violations regarding whitespace (Whitespace). We observed that many coding convention violations are ignored by developers and reviewers as we could only find 38 violation types in which a violation has been flagged and fixed during code review, i.e., only 38 out of 62 violation types were addressed.

RQ3. Do convention violations delay the code review process?

Although automated convention checking tools support developers by detecting convention violations instantly, they are often not adopted in practice. As a result, many convention violations are still detected through manual inspection by a reviewer. We investigate the delay caused by manually detecting a convention violation during code review.

During the manual investigation for RQ2, we recorded the timestamps of review comments that flag convention violations and the timestamps of the subsequent patches. Figure 6 shows the time in hours, not all outliers are shown, from the introduction of a convention violation in the initial patch to a review comment that points out the violation (i.e., ‘TimeToReview’) and the time from the review comment to the next patch that removes the violation (i.e., ‘TimeToAddress’). It takes more than 24 hours (the median is 24.21 hours) to receive a review comment that points out a convention violation. We found that it then takes more than 6 hours (the median is 6.90 hours) until the violation is addressed and fixed in the next patch. If developers used an automated convention checking tool such as Checkstyle, they could immediately detect violations and address them even before submitting a patch for review.

Discussion

The results for the three research question suggest some key observations about coding conventions during code review.

1) Convention violations accumulate as code size increases: As we presented in Section III, convention violations not only accumulate as code size increases, but the number of violations that a change introduces also increases during code review. The only exception over the four analysed projects was the Regexp category (i.e., trailing whitespace). The accumulated convention violations decrease code readability and maintainability, i.e., they become technical debt. Therefore, our results call for further studies on how to prevent accumulating convention violations as code size increases.

2) Developers manually check convention violations during code review: Although diverse convention checking tools are available, developers still manually check for convention violations during code review. Since code review is the gatekeeping process to assure code quality, the check for convention violations seems natural. Our results in Section III show that many convention violations are detected manually by developers, including very simple trailing whitespace violations. The results also show that humans are neither effective nor consistent in preventing the introduction of convention violations. For almost all violations that we confirmed of being flagged by a reviewer, we observed that the number
of violations introduced by a change was higher at the end of the code review than in the initial version of the change. The notable exception was again trailing whitespace.

3) Convention violation checking delays code review: The answer to RQ3 highlights that the manual convention violation checking can cause delays during code review. Surprisingly, a patch author faces a median wait of more than 24 hours to receive a reviewer’s comment flagging a convention violation. More importantly, even if the change is otherwise ready to be accepted, the presence of a convention violation flagged by a reviewer will not only require time to fix the violation but will also require another round of code review, including a CI run. We believe this delay can be reduced if developers can employ a trustworthy automated convention violation checking tool.

4) Comparison with Panichella et al. [16]: Our results differ significantly from the results of Panichella et al. [16]. They report a drop in violations while we report an increase in the results for RQ1. We are unable to find a convincing explanation for the difference. However, we speculate that it may be connected to the different approaches to measure the number of violations. While we extract the number of introduced violations in the initial and the final patch, Panichella et al. compare the absolute number of violations presented in the files affected by the initial and the final patch. They are likely affected by rebasing [17].

In the detailed analysis of violations that are disappearing between the initial and final patch, our results for RQ2 show that the majority of disappearing violations are not intentionally removed because of a reviewer’s comment. Although mentioned in their discussion of threats to validity, Panichella et al. do not take this observation into account as they consider all disappearing violations as being ‘resolved’.

However, there are some shared observations, e.g., we also observe that trailing whitespace was in general removed more than others. In Section IV-C we will discuss the case of trailing whitespace in more detail. Moreover, we share the suggestion that the adoption of automatic checking (and fixing) of convention violations can reduce the burden of reviewers and speed up the code review time.

IV. CODING CONVENTIONS IN PRACTICE

In this section, we discuss some examples of using coding conventions in practice from our observations of the four studied open source software projects and other related projects.

A. Adoption of Coding Convention Checking Tool

Our experiment uses Checkstyle, which is often used for convention violation checking. However, none of the four projects we investigated showed evidence that Checkstyle had been used. In May 2011, there was a discussion among Eclipse developers about adopting Checkstyle in their projects, but the tool does not seem to have been widely adopted. Instead, one advice is to use the Eclipse Formatter. A reason why Checkstyle is not introduced into existing codebases is that the source code does not adhere to coding conventions. As one Eclipse developer expressed it, ‘I would never impose Checkstyle on an existing code base. Even in well behaved code one would get thousands (more likely tens of thousand) warnings/errors.’.

According to JGit’s and EGit’s coding conventions, both projects integrate FindBugs [22], [23] and PMD’s copy-paste-detector [14] as part of their build process. However, JGit developers currently do not use these tools.

The Eclipse Platform UI project has adopted SonarQube [24] to conduct code quality analysis. However, it does not seem to be used regularly, because, as of 9 January 2019, 32,796 issues had been reported. 757 of them are categorised as critical. SonarQube was mentioned only once during code review. This suggests that the SonarQube quality analysis may not be important enough to Eclipse Platform UI developers.

Although Checkstyle is not used in the Eclipse projects that we investigated, the Spymemcached project contained in the CROP dataset uses it. Spymemcached is a lightweight Java implementation of a memory caching system. The project was terminated and became the groundwork for the Java client for the Couchbase NoSQL database [25]. While the project is no longer maintained, we found an interesting case regarding coding conventions. At the beginning of the project, spymemcached developers did not employ any automated coding convention checking tools in their development process. Therefore, developers spent considerable time during code review discussing and fixing convention issues. In August 2011, the project integrated Checkstyle into its development process. As an integration step, a developer executed Checkstyle for the complete project code and fixed all the convention violations that were reported in a single commit. Because of this ‘big-bang’ style change, most of the files in the code base were changed by a single developer in a single commit, and the change history was tainted. Developers can no longer track when the last change was introduced and who made the change in a file farther back than the ‘big-bang’ commit. To avoid this problem, the projects that we investigated have decided against fixing present convention violations. Moreover, we have seen during our investigation that code reviewers often reject changes that fix only convention violations. Instead, changes should not introduce new coding violations.

B. Adoption of Coding Convention Fixing Tool

Assuming that Eclipse developers themselves use Eclipse, it was surprising to see a large number of convention violations that could have been prevented by Eclipse’s automatic formatting system. For example, the Eclipse Platform UI project has documented coding conventions together with instructions on how to adhere to them. It has adopted the Eclipse Coding Conventions [21], and it provides IDE configurations for

3https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=347666

4https://sonar.eclipse.org/dashboard/index/eclipse.platform.ui:eclipse.platform.ui

5https://git.eclipse.org/r/#/c/65695

6http://review.couchbase.org/#/c/8644/
code formatting that a contributor needs to import. Clear instructions are given on code formatting:

Avoid formatting whole files – as this can generate pseudo-changes (whitespace related) when committing changes to existing source files. The easiest way, for Java files, is to have ‘Format edited lines’ activated.

Given these explicit instructions on how to use automatic code formatting, one would assume that violations to the corresponding documented conventions do not occur. As presented in the previous sections, however, there was an abundance of code reviews in which violations were discussed by developers. Some discussions even mentioned that the Eclipse automatic formatting system was not working correctly at some point.\footnote{https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=477476}

C. Trailing Whitespace

The introduction of trailing whitespace was the only convention violation that decreased in number during code review. One might conclude that trailing whitespace is a convention violation that developers are specifically interested in. A developer contributing to the Eclipse Platform UI even mentioned trailing whitespace during code review:

The general rationale behind coding style, namely improving readability, is very important to code reviews, because the main task of code reviews is to read code. In Eclipse Platform, my experience is that coding style is handled quite strictly. Even a trailing space at the end of the line can lead to a rejection of the change set and needs to be fixed in order to be included.

However, the explanation for the role of trailing whitespace may be much simpler because Gerrit’s visualisation of changes highlights trailing whitespace in red. Figure 7 shows an example from the Eclipse Gerrit repository that illustrates how a reviewer\footnote{The reviewer’s photo and name are blinded for privacy.} pointed out trailing whitespace during code review. The patch author introduced two meaningless trailing whitespaces (highlighted in red) while making a change. The reviewer pointed out the issue. The patch author revised the change and the trailing space disappeared in the later revision. Given the striking visualisation of trailing whitespace in Gerrit, it is no wonder that reviewers often flag the violation explicitly.

D. Enclosing Blocks in Braces in JGit and EGit

For JGit and EGit, the second largest number of flagged and fixed convention violations related to the requirement to always enclose blocks in braces (i.e., the NeedBraces violation in the Block category). Both JGit and EGit deviated from Eclipse coding conventions [26]. Their coding conventions flag two particular cases. First, they highlight that trailing whitespace should be automatically removed (similar to Eclipse Platform UI). Second, they discuss the need for braces around one-line statements. The second element conflicted with the Eclipse coding convention. Before 27 January 2015, EGit and JGit did not allow braces around single-line blocks, and many reviewers requested the removal of braces in cases where single-line blocks were enclosed in them. For example, in code review request \#11558, the reviewer pointed out that the patch author should remove the braces around a single line. A proposal to change this deviating coding convention was flagged in Bugzilla (Bug \#457592) by one of the main JGit/EGit developers.

I found this rule pretty annoying for many reasons: the rule itself is not only an exception from the general rule to have braces around any blocks but also contains another 2 exceptions that you *have to* use braces in some special cases. The code containing multiple if/else block with and without braces looks inconsistent, refactoring often leads to left-over braces.

Based on this discussion, the developers updated the contributor guide [26]. The guide currently says: Starting with 3.7.0 braces are mandatory independently of the number of lines, without exceptions. The old code will remain as is, but the new changes should use the style below:

\begin{verbatim}
if (condition) {
  %doSomething();
}
\end{verbatim}

The main reason for the change was to simplify the review process, coding guidelines and to make them more consistent with Eclipse code formatter.

The developers updated their coding conventions to reduce confusion. However, we found that updating the coding conventions failed to reduce confusion because our investigation showed that the developers were still confused and spent manual effort detecting and fixing the violations of this convention. Deviations from generally accepted coding conventions may lead to confusion and unnecessary discussions during code review and should be avoided. Removal of such deviations can also cause confusion and unnecessary discussions.

V. THREATS TO VALIDITY

We selected four projects (i.e., Platform UI, EGit, JGit, and Linux Tools) from the Eclipse Foundation. Although the projects have large amounts of code review data, the results may not be generalisable to other commercial or open source projects. Moreover, all four projects use Gerrit as the code review platform, and this has only limited support for
including automatic checking tools. We focused only on the initial and the final patch of a code review request. However, it is possible that we may have missed convention violations in intermediate patches. For example, a developer violated a coding convention in the second patch, a reviewer spotted it, and the violation was addressed in the third patch. However, we assume there will be no significant difference between the initial patch and the following patches in a code review request, since Eclipse and other open source and proprietary projects limit the size of patches [27]. The study is only based on the patches that Checkstyle reported coding convention violations. We did not investigate the reviews where there might be a discussion about convention violations but were not detected by the tool.

Since our investigation for RQ2 was a manual process, it risked of being subjective. To mitigate this, two authors investigated the data independently. If the two investigators found a conflict between their results, they discussed the conflict until they agreed on the same decision. The delay reported in this paper might not be representative, since a code review comment and the patch may address multiple issues at once. Therefore, the time we measured between them may not be solely spent on the checking and fixing of convention violations.

VI. RELATED WORK

Panichella et al. [16] investigated how developers handle static analysis results such as coding convention violations during code review. While their approach to the analysis is very similar to the approach we use in this paper, their evaluation was limited and mainly focussed on quantitative analysis. While they manually investigated only a small sample of candidate reviews, we manually investigated all reviews. They concluded that static analysis tools can be used to support developers during code reviews. Our analysis similarly demonstrated that developers were not effective—and more importantly, not consistent—in detecting violations, suggesting that automated checking (and fixing) should be used to reduce the burden on reviewers and make the code review more rigorous in terms of catching violations that developers actually care about. In addition, we focused in detail on what violations are introduced and removed during the review, improving on the diversity of those already present.

Balachandran et al. [28] suggested the Review Bot, which is an extension of the Review Board and can recommend appropriate reviewers for a submitted review issue. The Review Bot uses line-level change history to determine the proper reviewer. The author evaluated his approach by using proprietary data from VMware. When the Review Bot recommended only one reviewer, its accuracy was 59.92%-61.17%. When it recommended five reviewers, it showed an 80.85%-92.31% accuracy rate. Similar to Balachandran’s work, Henley et al. [29] integrated a CI tool, CloudBuild [30], that covers builds, test, and code analysis within a code review tool, CodeFlow. The authors showed that integrating static analysis tools within the code review leads to more communication between developers. The process increased coding convention discussions by about 50%.

Singh et al. [31] found that PMD can reduce the workload of code reviewers. Beller et al. [32] empirically found that static analysis tools are adopted in projects, but their use is not strictly enforced. Czerwonka et al. [33] reported benefits and costs of reviewing practices at Microsoft. They pointed out the high cost of code reviews and the fact that reviews are not always used efficiently. Vassallo et al. [34] investigated developers in both industry and open source projects who use static analysis tools. They observed that developers configure static analysers at least once, and the configuration is rarely changed during a project. They also stated that developers assign different priorities to warnings from static analysers based on different contexts. Later, Vassallo et al. [35] reported that the perceived relevance of static analysis tools varies between different projects and domains, showing that using static analysis tools is not still a common practice.

Zampetti et al. [36] empirically investigated the integration of static analysis tools and CIs. They found that a failure caused by a convention checker is one of the main reasons for build failure. Sarkar et al. [37] argued that human efforts imply mental fatigue, which causes an increase in coding convention violations. Smit et al. [38] examined whether convention adherence is a proxy measurement for maintainability. They observed that adopting coding convention checking tools does not lead to a reduction in the number of violations. Elisch et al. [39] also show that Java programmers find it difficult to comply with coding conventions.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described how developers handle coding convention violations during code review. First, we investigated how many convention violations were introduced in the initial patch of a code review request and disappeared in the final patch. Then, we investigated whether violations disappeared because of a fix in response to reviewer comments. We found that many coding convention violations are ignored by developers and reviewers. 24 out of 62 violation types did not have any violation flagged and fixed. Moreover, there were only five violation types for which there are fewer violations in the final revision compared to the initial revision. Our results indicate that humans are neither effective nor consistent in preventing the introduction of convention violations. Finally, the results show that it can take around 24 hours for a human reviewer to pick up coding convention violations, which can be detected instantly by an automated tool.

Our study calls for future work on coding conventions. For example, the majority of coding convention violations can easily be detected by automated tools, rather than by a reviewer’s manual inspection. It is also important to improve tools to provide fewer false-positives (i.e., violation warnings that are unimportant or unnecessary) to developers. It is also necessary for the tools to analyse changed code only. Based on the results presented in this paper, automated tool support can save developers’ time and boost development speed.
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